
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But it was like a disease; he _____________________ with impatience.1.
(consume)

was being consumed

The first nest had not been down long before I found that a second one
__________________ only a few feet away-by the same bird?
2.

(build)was being built

It was plainly evident that they ___________________ no liberties.3. (give)were being given

Only fancy if I ____________________ through that place by soldiers.4.
(hunt)

were being hunted

When I recovered consciousness I ____________________ through the
long grass.
5.

(drag)
was being dragged

A long period of slow preparation followed, during which the masses
______________________.
6.

(educate)were being educated

He may have thought that he _____________________ for stealing the
car.
7.

(arrest)
was being arrested

After he had gone on some little distance he leaned out of the wagon to
see if he ____________________.
8.

(pursue)was being pursued

While the search _________________ he had retired to another room, and
had had a little conversation with his partner about the weather.
9.

(make)
was being made

The right side of my face and head seemed as if a hundred pin-points
____________________ into it.
10.

(drive)were being driven

It was worked on the old plan, but improvements
_________________________.
11.

(carry out)were being carried out

The girl was far from suspecting that she _____________________.12.
(follow)

was being followed

She came back to reality to find she __________________ through the
trees with incredible speed.
13.

(bear)
was being borne
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Sailors' bags ____________________ into the cat-boats.14. (load)were being loaded

The next moment horses and carriage ____________________ to pieces
on the rocks below.
15.

(dash)
were being dashed

He could not any longer be occupied on work for which the money
__________________ by this man.
16.

(find)was being found

On the steps and on the lawn men were struggling, and shots
___________________.
17.

(fire)were being fired

We were here informed that a regular battle ___________________ at
the river, five miles distant.
18.

(fight)
was being fought

The girl didn't dare send them direct, for fear you would check, or that she
____________________.
19.

(watch)was being watched

But with their work of disguise completed, they
_____________________.
20.

(check)were being checked
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